
More on Regression 
Analysis



Question

Suppose that we want to estimate the relationship between 
the number of Facebook hashtags of a post (X) and the level 
user engagement (e.g., number of shares or likes, Y). What 
type of analysis should you do? 



Question

Suppose this is your data. You may regress engagement on 
the number of hashtags, and find that the coefficient is 
negative: Having more hashtags reduces user engagement.



Question

You cannot run a simple linear regression here! Why? 
The relationship between X and Y is nonlinear!
What should you do then?



Another Example



Question

This is a nonlinear relationship between X and Y! This can be 
captured by a quadratic form. Consider the following 
example.





Quadratic Regression in R
Suppose that we believe that the relationship between X and Y 
is quadratic (as opposed to linear). Then, we would like to 
regress Y on both 𝑋 and 𝑋2. In this case, our regression 
question will be 

𝑌 = 𝑎 + 𝑏1𝑋 + 𝑏2𝑋
2

You can further extend the model to run cubic/polynomial
regression…

𝑌 = 𝑎 + 𝑏1𝑋 + 𝑏2𝑋
2 + 𝑏3𝑋

3 +⋯





Crowdfunding: An example

We want to investigate the relationship between video length and the 
chance of success. Let us prepare the data:

mydata <-

read.csv("https://ximarketing.github.io/class/Kickstart

er-Project.csv", fileEncoding = "UTF-8-BOM")

subdata = subset(mydata, IsVideoAvailable == 1)



Crowdfunding: An example

We want to investigate the relationship between video length and the 
chance of success. Let us prepare the data:

library(ggplot2)

ggplot(subdata,  mapping = aes(VideoLength, Outcome)) +

stat_summary_bin(fun.y="mean", geom="bar", 

bins=60)+xlim(0, 400)



Crowdfunding: An example



Crowdfunding: An example

It seems that the relationship between the video length and project success 
is nonlinear: When video length is short, increasing video length improves 
the success rate. However, having a very lengthy video does not benefit 
the project either.



Crowdfunding: An example

Let us try the following logistic regression: 

Pr Success =
1

exp(−𝑎 − 𝑏1Length − 𝑏2Length
2)



Crowdfunding: An example

Without quadratic term:

logit <- glm(Outcome ~ VideoLength, data = subdata, 

family = "binomial")

summary(logit)

The longer the video is, the more successful the project will be.



Crowdfunding: An example

With quadratic term:

logit <- glm(Outcome ~ VideoLength + I(VideoLength^2), 

data = subdata, family = "binomial")

summary(logit)



Crowdfunding: An example
We can further calculate the optimal length of the video: For a quadratic 
function 𝑓 = 𝑏2𝑥

2 + 𝑏1𝑥 + 𝑎 (𝑏2 < 0), the function is maximized when

𝑥 = −
𝑏1
2𝑏2

If you forgot about it, please review your high school math. Link is here.

In our regression, 𝑏2 = −1.056 × 10−5 and 𝑏1 = 6.541 × 10−3. Then, we can 
calculate that the optimal length of the video is around 300 seconds (5 
minutes).

https://wukong.toutiao.com/question/6476243958652469517/


Question

Suppose that you want to predict students’ performance in 
exam. Two factors come into play: IQ and Hours of Study.

A student with a higher IQ is more clever, and gets higher grades 
on average.

A student who studies longer hours understands the content 
better, and gets higher grades on average.



Question

Let’s run the following linear regression:

Grades = a + b1IQ + b2Hours

Are we missing anything?



Question

Consider two types of students: High IQ students and low IQ 
students. High IQ students are clever, and they study more 
efficiently. That is, when a high IQ student studies for one 
hour, they learn more than a low IQ student who studies for 
one hour.

How to incorporate this into our regression model?



Question

We consider the interaction between IQ and Hours of Study:

Grades = a + b1IQ + b2Hours + b3IQ × Hours

Suppose that we find out 𝑏3 > 0, what does this imply?



Question
Suppose that

Grades = 10 + 0.2 × IQ + 4 × Hours + 0.01 × IQ × Hours

Consider two persons:

Alice has IQ 120. If she studies 8 hours, she will get 75.6. If she 
studies 9 hours, she will get 80.8. For Alice, one extra hour of 
study improves her grades by 5.2.

Bob has IQ 80. If he studies 8 hours, he will get 64.4. If he studies 
9 hours, he will get 69.2. For Bob, one extra hour of study 
improves his grades by 4.8.

Alice is more efficient than Bob!



Examples of Interaction Effects

Suppose that your dependent variable is a programmer’s salary.

Suppose that you have two independent variables: the programmer’s 
knowledge of Python and his/her knowledge of R.

We find that 

Salary = 1 + 3Python + 2R − 0.5Python × R

How would you interpret this regression result?



Examples of Interaction Effects

Salary = 1 + 3Python + 2R − 0.5Python × R

If you know more about Python, you can make a higher salary.

If you know more about R, you can maker a higher salary.

However, if you already know Python well, then knowing more about R does 
not help much, and vice versa.

This result suggests that Python and R are substitutes: After learning about one 
thing, learning about the other does not help you much.



Examples of Interaction Effects

Suppose that your dependent variable is a person’s health score.

Suppose that you have two independent variables: the amount of 
swimming and running.

Health = 4 + 5Running + 3Swimming + 2Running × Swimming

How would you interpret this regression result?



Examples of Interaction Effects

Suppose that your dependent variable is a person’s health score.

Suppose that you have two independent variables: the amount of 
running exercise and whether or not the person is overweight.

Health = 4 + 5Running − 2Overweight + 3Running × Overweight

How would you interpret this regression result?





Crowdfunding: An example

We want to investigate the relationship between the total funding, the 
creators’ experience and the number of products offered. Let us 
prepare the data:

mydata <-

read.csv("https://ximarketing.github.io/class/Kicks

tarter-Project.csv", fileEncoding = "UTF-8-BOM")

mydata$LogFunding = log(mydata$FundingRaised + 1)



Crowdfunding: An example

We want to investigate the relationship between the total funding, the 
creators’ experience and the number of products offered. Let us run a 
regression with an interaction term:

result = lm(LogFunding ~ Created *

NumberOfProducts, data = mydata)

summary(result)



Crowdfunding: An example

LogFunding = 3.04 + 0.24Created + 0.44Number of Products − 0.012Created × Number of Products

What does this result tell us?



Crowdfunding: Another example

Let us explore something interesting.

We already know that in a crowdfunding project, putting your face in 
front of the camera makes the project more successful. 

However, does it make a difference whether this is a female face or a 
male face? What’s your intuition?



Crowdfunding: Another example

subdata = subset(mydata, IsVideoAvailable == 1)

result = lm(LogFunding ~ factor(Gender) * Human, 

data = subdata)

summary(result)



Crowdfunding: Another example

This result tells us that, featuring a human in your video is beneficial. 
Nonetheless, featuring a male is less helpful compared to featuring a 
female.



Exercise

Play with the Kickstarter dataset yourself and see if you can find any 
interesting interaction effects. Share it with us!



More on Fixed Effects

Suppose that we want to investigate the relationship between Grades 
and Hours of Study. 

We know that the grades are affected not only by hours of study, but 
also by IQ. However, we only observe a student’s hours of study but 
do not observe a student’s IQ (you cannot force the students to take 
an IQ test). Let us ignore the interaction effect at the moment. 

What should we do?



More on Fixed Effects

Suppose that the actual regression equation is

Grades = a + b1IQ + b2Hours

How can we get the value of b2 without observing the IQ of each 
person?



More on Fixed Effects

Suppose that the actual regression equation is

Grades = a + b1IQ + b2Hours

Consider a student, Alice. Alice takes many classes, denoted by class 
1, 2, … J. Then, for class j, we have

GradesAlice,j = a + b1IQAlice + b2HoursAlice,j



More on Fixed Effects

Consider a student, Alice. Alice takes many classes, denoted by class 
1, 2, … J. Then, for class j, we have

GradesAlice,j = a + b1IQAlice + b2HoursAlice,j

For all classes Alice has taken, we can derive that

GradesAlice = a + b1IQAlice + b2HoursAlice



More on Fixed Effects

GradesAlice,j = a + b1IQAlice + b2HoursAlice,j

GradesAlice = a + b1IQAlice + b2HoursAlice

Using the above two equations, we can derive that

GradesAlice,j − GradesAlice = b2(HoursAlice,j − HoursAlice)

Note that all parameters in the above equation is known. We are 
done! Here, we say that we control for the “individual fixed effect”.



More on Fixed Effects

Let us make the problem more realistic. Again, we want to evaluate 
the effect of hours of study on the final grades. However, your final 
grades are also affected by

Your IQ, which is not observed.

The hardness of the exam, which is not observed either. Some 
classes have easy exams while other classes have difficult exams. 
What should you do then?



More on Fixed Effects

Gradesi,j = a + b1IQi + b2Easinessj + b3Hoursi,j

GradesA,1 − GradesA,2 = b2 Easininess1 − Easiness2 + b3(HoursA,1 − HoursA,2)

GradesB,1 − GradesB,2 = b2 Easininess1 − Easiness2 + b3(HoursB,1 − HoursB,2)

Then, we come up with

GradesA,1 − GradesA,2 − GradesB,1 − GradesB,2

= b3 HoursA,1 −HoursA,2 − HoursB,1 −HoursB,2



More on Fixed Effects

Common types of fixed effects:

Year / Month fixed effects: 2021 and 2020 may be different.

Weekday/ Weekends fixed effects: Monday may be different 
from Sunday.

Individual fixed effects: Alice is different from Bob.

Location fixed effects: China may be different from Japan.



A Crowdfunding Example

Suppose that you want to investigate how the target of a 
crowdfunding campaign affects the total funding raised. Which types 
of fixed effects may come into play?

Individual fixed effects --- some people are more successful than others.

Location fixed effects --- The state can make a difference.

Subtype fixed effects --- Smartwatches may be different from software.



A Crowdfunding Example

Question: In the Kickstarter dataset, is it possible for you to control for 
these fixed effects? Why?

Individual fixed effects --- some people are more successful than others.

Location fixed effects --- The state can make a difference.

Subtype fixed effects --- Smartwatches may be different from software.



A Crowdfunding Example

Question: In the Kickstarter dataset, is it possible for you to control for 
these fixed effects? Why?

Individual fixed effects --- some people are more successful than others.

To be able to control for the individual fixed effect, we must have at least 
two observations for each entrepreneur, so we can calculate the difference. 
However, in the crowdfunding dataset, each entrepreneur typically only 
has one project.



A Crowdfunding Example

Now consider the following regression:

Here, we do not control for any fixed effects.



A Crowdfunding Example

Now consider the following regression:

Here, we control for fixed effects.

result = lm(LogFunding ~ LogTarget +

factor(Subtype) + factor(Location), data = mydata)

summary(result)



A Crowdfunding Example

Now consider the following regression: Here, we control for fixed 
effects.



Difference-in-Difference Analysis



Diff-in-Diff

David Card and Alan Krueger wanted to investigate the effect of 
minimum wage on unemployment rate. They consider two states in 
the US: New Jersey (NJ) and Pennsylvania (PA). 

Minimum Wage March 1992 December 1992

New Jersey 4.05 5.05

Pennsylvania 4.05 4.05



Diff-in-Diff

Minimum Wage March 1992 December 1992

New Jersey 4.05 5.05

Pennsylvania 4.05 4.05

Unemployment Rate March 1992 December 1992

New Jersey A B

Pennsylvania C D



Diff-in-Diff

Note that unemployment rates are determined not only by the 
minimum wage, but also by the following factors: 

The location: New Jersey may have better economy and lower 
unemployment rate

The time: The economy may be stronger in December 1992 so 
that unemployment rate is lower then.



Diff-in-Diff

Economics Model:

Unemploymentit = a + Statei +Montht + bWageit

𝐴 = 𝑎 + 𝑁𝐽 +𝑀𝑎𝑟 + 𝑏 × 4.05
𝐵 = 𝑎 +𝑁𝐽 + 𝐷𝑒𝑐 + 𝑏 × 5.05
𝐶 = 𝑎 + 𝑃𝐴+𝑀𝑎𝑟 + 𝑏 × 4.05
𝐷 = 𝑎 + 𝑃𝐴 +𝐷𝑒𝑐 + 𝑏 × 4.05



Diff-in-Diff

𝐴 = 𝑎 + 𝑁𝐽 +𝑀𝑎𝑟 + 𝑏 × 4.05
𝐵 = 𝑎 +𝑁𝐽 + 𝐷𝑒𝑐 + 𝑏 × 5.05
𝐶 = 𝑎 + 𝑃𝐴+𝑀𝑎𝑟 + 𝑏 × 4.05
𝐷 = 𝑎 + 𝑃𝐴 +𝐷𝑒𝑐 + 𝑏 × 4.05

𝐵 − 𝐴 = 𝐷𝑒𝑐 −𝑀𝑎𝑟 + 𝑏 × 1.0
𝐷 − 𝐶 = 𝐷𝑒𝑐 −𝑀𝑎𝑟

𝐵 − 𝐴 − 𝐷 − 𝐶 = 𝑏 × 1.0



Diff-in-Diff



Online Review
Playing with TripAdvisor Data



Background

We all know that online reviews are important, and our 
purchase decisions are likely to be influenced by online reviews.



TripAdvisor

Founded in 2000, TripAdvisor is one of the leading online review 
platforms. It mainly focuses on hotel and restaurant reviews.



A Typical TripAdvisor Review



Data We Have

Reviews of Top 30 restaurants in the following cities:

New York, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Chicago, Toronto, Vancouver, 
London, Sydney. 240 restaurants in total.

These are all English-speaking cities, and we only focus on reviews 
written in English that can be analyzed automatically.

Almost 150K reviews.



Data about the reviewer

Local: Whether or not the reviewer is a local resident (1 = 
local; 0 = nonlocal).

We incorporate this variables because local people’s 
preference may be different from that of visitors.



Data about the reviewer

CountResaturant: How many restaurants the reviewer has 
been to.

This variable captures the experience of the reviewers. An 
experienced foodies may differ from a normal person (e.g., a 
foodie may be more critical).



Data about the reviewer

CountReview: How many reviews the reviewer has written.

This variable also captures the experience of the reviewers. 
The more reviews written, the more experienced the reviewer.



Data about the reviewer

CountVotes: How many helpful votes the reviewer has 
received.

This variable also captures the experience of the reviewers. 
The more votes, the more popular the reviewer.



Data about the review

Rating: The rating assigned by the reviewer.

TripAdvisor uses a 5-point ratings, with 5 being the best and 1 
being the worst.



Data about the review

Helpful: The number of helpful votes the review received.

When a review receives more helpful votes, the review is 
more popular.



Data about the review

Mobile: Whether or not the review is typed from a mobile 
device (1 = mobile, 0 = nonmobile).

Mobile devices are small, and reviewers’ behavior may be 
different when using mobile devices.



Data about the review

Photo: Number of photos in the review.

Date: The date the review was posted on TripAdvisor.

Data has format YYYY-MM-DD.



Data about the review

Title Length: The length of the review title.

Length: The length of the review body.

Both are measured in number of characters.



Data about the review

We also use sentiment analysis to capture the sentiment of the 
review:

Sentiment: the polarization of the review (-1 to 1)
Subjectivity: the subjectivity of the review (0 = objective, 1 = 
subjective)



Data about the review

We also use sentiment analysis to capture the sentiment of the 
review:

Happy / Angry / Sad / Surprise: the emotion that is captured 
from consumer review. Each of them is a value between 0 to 1, 
and when the value is larger, it means the emotion is stronger.



Data about the review

We also analyze the content of photos of the review, if the 
review has at least one photo:

Menu: Whether or not there is a photo of the restaurant menu.
Building: Whether or not there is a photo of the restaurant 
building.
Meat: Whether or not there is a photo of meat.
Vegetable: Whether or not there is a photo of vegetable.
Person: Whether or not there is a photo of a person (e.g., a 
selfie)



Sample Questions

What makes a helpful review?

How does the reviewer’s experience affect the characteristics 
of a review?

Is it true that “one picture is worth 1000 words?”



On Your Data Analysis

Try to incorporate at least one interaction effect in your data 
analysis.

Use quadratic terms and fixed effects whenever necessary.

Again, it would be desirable if you can come up with 
something surprising.



On Your Data Analysis

As we learned last week, when running regression analysis, 
we cannot easily make claims that X causes Y.

In most cases you are not able to run an experiment or find an 
instrumental variable.

It is fine that you cannot prove causality. Just be careful with 
how you draw your conclusions (do not easily conclude that 
something has caused the other; you can claim that they are 
correlated, though).



On Your Data Analysis

As before, choose 1 or 2 research questions and upload your 
slides to the course website (up to 20 slides).

Deadline: Jan 22, 5pm (Class A) 9:30pm (Class B) – one week 
from now.



On Your Final

The final exam will take place on Jan 26, Wednesday.

Online exam.

Any print materials are allowed. It can be slides, cheat sheets, 
books, or anything else that you want to bring. No electronic 
devices are permitted.

You can bring a calculator with you. However, I don’t think 
you will need to use one (we don’t really have questions that 
need to be answered with a calculator).



On Your Final

The purpose of the final is not to make your life difficult; it is 
intended to assign your grades in a more objective way. 


